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Microscopic description of the dominant mechanism

Relashionship with the B+ -> K+ D*s D*sbar reaction

The X(4160) as a dynamically generated resonance, mostly D*s D*sbar

The unavoidable cusp in the J/Ψ φ distribution at the D*s D*sbar threshold

New fit to data al low J/Ψ φ invariant masses



LHCb collaboration, PRD, PRL (2017)
Peak at 4135 MeV

Peak at 4160 MeV

Peak at the D*s D*sbar
threshold

Why is there a peak at 
D*s D*sbar threshold
in the J/Ψ φ mass
distribution? 



Table 1:  Summary of experiments on the X(4140)

LHCb analysis



En Wang, Ju Jun Xie, Li Sheng Geng and Eulogio Oset,  arxiv 1710.0206

u          c          t
d          s b

Cabibbo favoured process, and external emision, color favored

How can this be related to J/Ψ φ ? 
D*s D*sbar is vector-vector with c cbar s sbar,  can be related to J/Ψ φ ( which also
has c cbar s sbar)
One should study the vector-vector interaction with charm in coupled channels and 
see what happens.                   



R. Molina, E. Oset
PRD 2009

Local hidden gauge approach
Bando et al. , used to get the
potential V

Coupled channels



Couplings
to channels

J/Ψ φ is obtained from the primary process via final state interaction

These two processes are related and the K- J/Ψφ production will have a cusp
from the D*s D*sbar channel unavoidably



Alternative mechanism
Internal emission
Penalized by color factor

Resonant contribution
Substitute D*s D*sbar
by J/Ψ φ
Penalized by factor

Double penalty: not competitive



We need d-waves in the K- to 
compensate for spin 2 of X(4160) 



Note the singularity of Re G at the threshold

This must create a cusp like structure in J/Ψ φ production at threshold
of D*s D*sbar

Real and Imaginary parts of the G function of Ds* Ds*bar



With this width
we incorporate
the Flatté effect

Γ0 accounts for the width
of the X(4160) to 
light VV channels

For this we take the standard
PDG mass and width



Result fitting A and B parameters
Also Γ0, compatible with Molina. Then
Γtot=90+-10 MeV, compatible with exp.

Prediction for

The relative strength of these
two decays is a prediction

4135 MeV
4140 MeV



PRD (2018)

The Ξc K- mass spectrum is studied with 
a sample of pp collision data by LHCb , 
PRL 017

Five clean narrow peaks are obtained



Chiral Lagrangian







We get three states in very good agreement with experiment, both mass and width



Related work: 

J.~Nieves, R.~Pavao and L.~Tolos, Omega _c excited states within a SU(6)}_  HQSS 
model,     Eur. Phys.  J. C 78 114 (2018)

Revisions made after experiment to fit some parameter

Uses SU(4) : matrix elements exchanging ligh vectors are equal.  Results similar to ours, but
only two states, since they study 1/2 – states only

Better results than in [17] but the widths and the positions not so good as in the works
of Montaña and present work .



Conclusions
We claim that there are three peaks in the J/Ψφ distribution
--One corresponding to X(4140) with mass around 4135 MeV,
and width around 15 MeV. 
--Another one corresponding to X(4160) 
--A third one corresponding to a cusp of the related D*s D*sbar channel

New fits to data by the LHCb collaboration accounting for the possible
production of X(4160) coupling explicitly to both J/Ψ φ and D*s D*sbar
would be advisable

The measurement of the B+ -> K+ D*s D*sbar close to the D*s D*sbar
threshold would be enlightening

As to the Ωc states, we obtain three states using an extention of the
local hidden gauge approach, with coupled channels and unitarity, which
can be associated to LHCb states, both in mass and width, with only
one parameter, a regularizing cutoff, which comes out of natural size.
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